
STATE OF VERMONT
GREEN MOLINTAIN CARE BOARD

In re: TVHP 3Q 2017

Large Group Rating Program Filing
)

)

)

)

GMCB 05-17-rr

SERFF No. BCBSYT 130935776

MEMORANDUM IN LIEU OF HEARING

The Office of the Health Care Advocate (HCA) asks the Green Mountain Care Board (the

Board) to modiff the proposed rates for the above named filing by lowering the contribution to

reserves (CTR) level to no more than 1 Yo and adopting the rate modification proposed by the

Board's actuaries.

I. Introduction

This Third Quarter 2017 Larye Group Rating Program Filing establishes the formula,

manual rate and accompanying factors that will be used in renewals for the Vermont Health Plan

(TVHP). TVHP proposes an average 10.7% rate increase. GMCB 05-17-rc, System for Electronic

Rates and Form Filing (SERFF Filing) Actuarial Opinion atpage 2. TVHP estimates that this filing

and the related Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Vermont (BCBSVT) Third Quarter 2017 Large

Group Rating Program Filing, GMCB 04-17n, will affect approximately 15,908 members (8,159

subscribers) in 67 groups who are expected to enroll in BCBSVT or TVHP plans. Ibid.

TVHP filed this rate request on February 23,2017. GMCB 05-17-rc, SERFF Filing. On

April26,20l7, the Department of Financial Regulation (DFR) submitted its review of TVHP's

financial solvency; on April 25,2017, Lewis and Ellis (L&E), the contracted actuaries for the

Board, presented an Actuarial Opinion on this filing; and on May 9, 2017 L&E submitted an

Amended Report. GMCB 05-17-n, DFR Solvency Analysis, L&E Actuarial Opinion andL&E

Amended Report.



The HCA entered an appearance pursuant to GMCB Rule 2.000 $$2.105(b) and2.303.

The parties have agreed to waive the hearing in this matter.

il. Standard of Review

Health insurers operating in Vermont have the burden of showing that their rates are

reasonable and meet the statutory criteria. GMCB Rule 2.104(c), The Green Mountain Care

Board has the po\ /er to approve, modify, or disapprove requests for health insurance rates. 18

V.S.A$937s(b)(6); 8 V.S.A$40 62(a).

When "deciding whether to approve, modify, or disapprove each rate request, the Board

shall determine whether the requested rate is affordable, promotes quality care, promotes access

to health care, protects insurer solvency, is not unjust, unfair, inequitable, misleading, or contrary

to law, and is not excessive, inadequate, or unfairly discriminatory." GMCB Rule 2.000

92.301(b); GMCB Rule 2.000 $2.401; 8 V.S.A$4062(a)(3).In addition, the Board shall take into

consideration the requirements of the underlying statutes, changes in health care delivery,

changes in payment methods and amounts, DFR's Solvency Analysis, and other issues at the

discretion of the Board. GMCB Rule 2.000 $2.401; 18 V.S.A$9375(bX6). Further, the Board

ooshall consider any [public] comments received on a rate filing and may use them to identify

issues." GMCB Rule 2.000 $2.201(d). The record for rate review includes the entire SERFF

filing submitted by the insurer, questions posed by the Board to its actuaries, questions posed to

the insurer by the Board, its actuaries, and DFR, DFR's Solvency Analysis and the Actuarial

Opinion from the Board's actuary. GMCB Rule 2.000 $2.403(a).

il. Actuarial Opinion and Solvency Analysis

L&E analyzedthe filing to assist the Board in determining whether to approve, modify or

disapprove the requested rate increase, focusing on whether the filing produces rates that are
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'oexcessive, inadequate, or unfairly discriminatory." L&E recommended that the specialty drug

trend for the filing be reduced to l8.4Yo but otherwise did not recommend modifìcations to the

requested rate increase. GMCB 05-1-rr L&E amended report at page 10.

DFR's Solvency Opinion discusses the impact of the filing as proposed on the solvency

and reserves of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Vermont (BCBSVT), the parent company for

TVHP.I GMCB 05-17rr Solvency Opinion at page 1. The Opinion expresses DFR's belief that

the rates as filed "likely will have the impact of sustaining the current level of solvency." Id. at

page 3.

IV. Analysis

The HCA asks the Board to reduce the CTR from2o/o to no more than 1%. This

modification would result in a more affordable product for Vermont policyholders and thereby

promote access to care and maintain an adequate level of reserves for the carrier. TVHP proposes

a2%o CTRfor this filing. However, the carrier has failed to demonstrate a need for this level of

contribution.

Contribution to reserves request

In response to L&E's question in the related BCBSVT Third Quarter 2017 Large Group

Rating Program Filing, BCBSVT has described the top end of its target range for its Risk Based

Capital (RBC) as 700. GMCB 05-17n, Response #10 to Objection Letter 1 at page 5. TVHP's

current RBC level as demonstrated in its most recent Annual Statement is far above the top of

BCBSVT's target range. The Five Year Histoical Data page of TVHP's 2016 Annual Statement

I DFR explains that its solvency analysis focuses on BCBSVT: "TVHP is a wholly owned

subsidiary of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Vermont Inc. ("BCBSVT") TVHP and BCBSVT
are two insurers within an Insurance Holding Company System as defined by I V.S.A$ 3681(4)

Under these circumstances, the solvency analysis of TVHP and BCBSVT concentrates on the

financial position of the parent, BCBSVT." DFR Solvency Opinion at page 1.
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(attached) shows the annual Total Adjusted Capital and Authorized control level risk-based capital

figures from which RBC is calculated. The insurer's RBC level has continued to grow signifìcantly

each year in2014,2015 and 2016 compared to its levels in2012 and2013.Ibid. The Five Year

Historical Data chart also reflects a sharp decrease in membership in the TVHP plans since 2012

which further reduces the need to increase RBC.

TVHP argues for its requested 2% CTRin very general terms:

Surplus is a critical consumer protection that allows members to receive needed care and

providers to continue to receive payments in the event of unforeseen adverse events that
may otherwise impact TVHP's ability to pay claims. TVHP must remain financially
strong in order to continue to provide Vermonters with outstanding member experiences,

responsible cost management and access to high value care. TVHP also believes that
CTR should be managed to an adequate long-term level, rather than fluctuating
significantly from year to year. We believe that maintaining the currently approved CTR
of two percent for Insured Groups represents an adequate long-term, yet not excessive,

CTR. While this may fall above or below that required to maintain RBC in this or any

given future year, consistently maintaining an adequate long-term assumption will allow
us to avoid rate shocks in years of high growth in membership or high increases in health

care cost trend. Using these long-term assumptions maintains consistency across product

lines, which promotes fairness to ratepayers.
SERFF Actuarial memo atpage24.

The TVHP argument is the same argument for a2o/o CTR that was presented in BCBSVT's

Third Quarter Large Group Rate Filing. GMCB 05-17-n SERFF, Actuarial Memorandum at

page 24. The request in the TVHP filing does not take into account the very different RBC levels

of BCBSVT and TVHP. The carrier's general unsupported assertion that a2% CTP. is adequate

but not excessive does not meet its burden of proof to demonstrate there is a specific threat to

solvency in the period represented by the filing that would justify the requested2Yo CTR.

Because TVHP's current RBC level is already far above the BCBSVT target raîge, TVHP

should not charge policyholders money to further increase or even maintain its RBC and can

afford a lower CTR for this filing.
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Affordabilitv and access to care for ratepayers

Because the proposed rate 10.75 increase requested in this filing will be diffrcult for

TVHP policyholders to afford, the increase should be kept to the lowest possible level. A

significant portion of employed Vermonters struggle to afford their health insurance. According

to the DFR 2014 Vermont Household Health Insurance Survey, almost 60% of uninsured

working Vermont residents report that they did not enroll in their employer's health plan because

it was too expensive. Comprehensive Report, 2014 Vermont Household Health Insurance Survey

at page 46. Almost a quarter of uninsured adults work for employers that offer health insurance,

and slightly more than a quarter of working adults with uninsured children work for companies

that offer some type of health insurance. Survey at pages 13,24

Most Vermonters who find their employer sponsored health insurance to be unaffordable

do not have other insurance options. Federal rules disqualify most people who are offered

employer sponsored health insurance from receiving premium subsidies for health insurance

purchased on the state health insurance exchange. Unless the actuarial value of the employer

sponsored insurance is below 60Yo or the employee's share of the premium to cover just the

employee (not including the expense of covering family members) exceeds 9.5o/o of the

employee's income, the employee is not eligible to receive premium tax credits through the state

insurance exchange. Survey at page 38.

Wages in Vermont have not increased enough in recent years to allow Vermonters to

afford the 10.7o/o increase in insurance costs requested in this filing. 'Wages in Vermont increased

only 6.20/o between the third quarter of 2015 and the third quarter of 2016 according to recent

statistics from the Vermont Department of Labor.

http ://www.vtlmi.info/indareanaics.cfm?areatype:0 I
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The May 12,2017 Consumer Price Index (CPD Summary shows increases in prices that

arc far lower than the requested rate increase. For all items the CPI increased only 2.2o/o over the

12 months up to April 2017. The increase for medical care commodities was2.60/o and the

increase for medical care services was 3.1olo. https://www.bls.eov/lcws.release/cpi.ff

Increases in premium costs for employer sponsored health insurance plans are very

difficult for employers to absorb. The increases are typically passed on to the employees through

increased employee contributions to insurance or through lost wages, or both. Sarah Kliff, The

V/ashington Post, You're Spending Way More on Your Health Benefits than You Think, August

30,20t3.

V. Conclusion

The HCA asks the Board to adopt the modification to the specialty drug trend

recommended by L&E and reduce the requested CTR to no more than 1%o. This modification

will produce a smaller but adequate rate increase and will increase affordability and access to

health care for policyholders.

Dated at Montpelier, Vermont this l2th day of May,2017

sl Lila Richardson
Lila Richardson
Staff Attorney
Office of the Health Care Advocate
7 Courl Street
P.OBox 606
Montpelier, Vt0560l
Voice (802) 223-6377
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, Lila Richardson, hereby certify that I have served the above Memorandum on Judith
Henkin, General Counsel to the Green Mountain Care Board, Noel Hudson, Health Policy
Director of the Green Mountain Care Board, and Jacqueline Hughes and Rebecca Heintz,
representatives of the Vermont Health Plan, by electronic mail, return receipt requested, this l2th
day of May,2017.

sl Lila Richardson
Lila Richardson
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